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ABSTRACT

The inter-organizational learning approach has shown considerable growth in recent years. The concepts of trust and cooperation between individuals present in the New Economic Sociology (NES) approach of social relations emerge with great emphasis and are gaining prominence as a facilitator and propellant mechanism in transferring knowledge inside networks. This study aims to analyze the learning networks formed by fish-farmers organized into a cooperative to identify the characteristics of the network through structural analysis and identification of its critical actors. The study was performed with thirteen fish-farmers of a cooperative headquartered in Mundo Novo county, which is located in Mato Grosso do Sul state in the Midwest region of Brazil. Questionnaires and interviews with closed and open questions were used to collect the data. Measures of centrality (for individuals), density and reciprocity (in relations between individuals) were obtained from ORA software. The findings revealed that experience exchanges between fish-farmers, events participation, meetings attendance, speech audience and technical advice are the main forms of inter-organizational learning. Results suggest that the network has low levels of cohesion and that it is not taking advantage of its full potential. It was also found that there is a subgroup within the network that presents a high level of cohesion and shared learning based on cooperative informal relationships. Grounded in findings, suggestions for future research are presented.
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1. Introduction

Organizational structures have shown changes over the years, as evidenced mainly by analytical structures of supply chains. These changes have resulted in major impacts on competitive strategies, thus forcing organizations to establish organizational arrangements based on cooperation with other organizations.

The search for external partners to leverage the development and growth of an organization is required because it has limited human, financial and technical resources. To overcome these constraints, organizations can develop interactivity with their environment. Modern organizations are able to capture external resources through cooperation and develop cooperation networks with new partners [1]. In a competitive environment, cooperation networks become instruments of exchange of information and technology, transaction cost reduction and increase in market access.

According to this rationality, new inter-organizational arrangements, such as networks of firms, can be considered a propellant factor of organizational learning in the network, providing access and sharing knowledge with other partner companies. In this line of thought, developing more inter-organizational arrangements is one of the advantages that an integrative network provides to organizations, specifically to the small ones.

According to [2], learning through social networks is strengthened by the argument that small business owners learn through networks based on a list of conditions that include the following: limited internal resources, dependence on external factors, economic and social involvement in the community, the need to reduce uncertainty within the environment and cooperative behavior with other network members.

Faced with the possibility of learning through inter-organizational networks widely disseminated in various sectors among agribusiness, it is necessary to analyze
how learning takes place in cooperative inter-organizational networks. Considering that inter-organizational learning will only be effective if there is collective sharing, the New Economic Sociology (NES) was adopted as theoretical support. The NES approach states that transactions must be based on social relations fitted with mutual trust among agents. As an analytical and empirical case, we chose to analyze a small-scale cooperative of fish-farmers that is located in the county of Mundo Novo in the Mato Grosso do Sul state, Brazil. In everyday life, the cooperation and networking provide competitive advantages that enable the fish-farmers to access the market for their products.

This study aims 1) to identify the characteristics of the social network formed by fish-farmers through the structural analysis of networks and critical actors to promote knowledge sharing throughout the network, and 2) to explore the role of the social relations network in obtaining inter-organizational learning.

To that end, the paper is organized to present a discussion about cooperation networks from the conceptual evolution of the concept of agribusiness. Further, it presents a review of NES, discussing the role of trust and social relations in organizational learning. Following the methods section, the results are presented and discussed. Finally, considerations about the influence of social relationships on the learning process are summarized. In the concluding remarks, limitations of the study are presented and suggestions for future research are provided.

2. Cooperation Networks

Studies of business organizations and their ways of achieving competitive advantages through cooperation between companies evolve constantly. Reference [3] argued that in agribusiness it was no longer possible to analyze the economy in a traditional way with isolated sectors that manufactured inputs, processed products and marketed them. They were the precursors of the systemic view of agribusiness, which extends from the farmers' supplier to the end consumer.

The conceptual evolution of agribusiness has utilized a few theoretical schools of analytic frameworks over time, evolving to the Social Netchain concept [4], which is motivated by the need for companies to act jointly and in association. The concept of networks presents a theoretical orientation that prioritizes business development through association, sharing, exchange and mutual aid. Consistent with the network features, Fensterseifer [1] defines the network as an arrangement of “complex cooperative relationships that streamline the action of its agents around common or complementary goals”.

For the social sciences, networks usually refer to movements that gather small institutionalized groups or individuals in associations that have variable terms. In this context, networks are “(...) composed of individuals, groups or organizations, and their dynamic is facing the perpetuation, consolidation and development of the activities of its members” [5]. According to the author, networks are informal bodies formed by a set of autonomous individuals that unite resources and ideas toward common interests.

According to [6], “Social networks are multi-shaped structures formed necessarily by social actors linked by formal or informal ties.” For the most part, the concepts of a network consider the need for individuals to associate with others with common goals as a propellant of networking and therefore make use of social relations as a mechanism for choice of network components and maintenance of common goals. The conceptual characteristics of networks entail different approaches in the Sociology field, particularly with the beginning of studies of social relations by NES.

3. New Economic Sociology and Social Relations

The approach of social relations in theoretical NES began in the 1970s, with the doctoral thesis of Mark Granovetter, titled “Getting a Job” [7], which focused on the study of the dynamics of markets observed as extrapolations of social networks. According to the point of view of Granovetter, NES would have as its main focus the argument that economic activities are rooted in personal networks and that these personal networks also create networks of enterprises [8]. The social actor is shaped by a set of social relations that he/she establishes with other authors, and that all other actions, phenomena and economic institutions are only meaningful if they are considered in their inclusion in significant social relations networks [9].

Conceptualizing the NES, [9] states that NES “(...) deals with the study of the social mechanisms that provide a continued social relations network, noting the ways in which these relationships are the foundation for building contracts, firms, organizations, business groups and economic institutions”. Adopting the concept of embeddedness proposed by Granovetter, social relations embedded in networks possess three characteristics that control the expectations and behavior of agents in relationships: trust, information exchange and joint problem solving [10].

According to [11], “networks are formed without any formal contract that establishes rules; they act in accordance with the interests of mutual cooperation, based mainly on trust between the actors.” The social relations among actors, organizations and institutions develop from a network of references or previous relationships and form a network of trust relationships [10]. The exchange of information over time strengthens the ties of
exchange and joint problem solving; therefore, organizational relationships can positively affect organizational and economic outcomes through trust in exchanges.

The approach of trust in exchange relationships is presented by [12] in their study of trust as a competitive advantage, which asserts that behavioral scholars and economic experts have different definitions of trust in exchange relationships. On the one hand, economic scholars who have a more rational approach state that the trust in exchange relationships only emerge before formal governance mechanisms such as contracts and standards because of the difficulty in identifying agents that are reliable. On the other hand, scholars argue that the behavioral economic approach is incorrect and inefficient because all agents are trustworthy and costs with formal governance mechanisms are unnecessary.

Reference [13] presents the approach of trust in exchange relationships by focusing on the definition of inter-organizational trust. The author asserts that trust is a social phenomenon that favors labor among organizations, therefore making it easier and more collaborative. Trust provides a way of dealing with risk and uncertainty in exchange relationships.

In addition to the advantages in the reduction of risks and uncertainties in transactions, trust can still serve as a tool of social control by influencing the magnitude of knowledge exchanged and the efficiency in which knowledge is shared in cooperative relationships [14]. Given the efficiency of the exchange of knowledge in social networking situations in which individuals trust one another, trust emerges as a driver of organizational learning among network participants.

4. Organizational Learning and Cooperation Networks

The term “learning”, by its cognitive and multidisciplinary nature, has no single definition adopted and assumes different definitions in different areas of knowledge independent of individual or organizational approach. According to [15], despite the growing use of the term organizational learning, there is little consensus about definitions, applications, methodologies and contextualization.

The concept of organizational learning adopted by [16] is that it is a dynamic process because learning occurs at all times and at all levels of the organization and also creates a type of tension related to the assimilation of new knowledge. Moreover, the routines of learning are characterized as a regular pattern of interactions between individuals that allows the transfer, recombination or creation of specialized knowledge [17].

Reference [18] defines organizational learning as a set of internal processes that provide the maintenance or improvement of performance based on experience, and this performance improvement involves the acquisition, sharing and use of knowledge. Given the concept presented by the author, it appears that network integration emerges as the driver of organizational learning because the openness and richness of networks enable the creation of a fertile environment for the production of new knowledge and its sharing. The organization cannot create knowledge by itself; it requires the interaction between the individual and the individuals within the organization [19].

Reference [17] argues that the learning ability of a company goes beyond its capacity as a single and isolated entity and requires the analysis of the network in which the company operates. The company should be able to create and position themselves in these learning networks by building routines for knowledge sharing among participating members. Based on the concepts presented by [17,19] that learning occurs in a collective way with the interaction between individuals, the concept of inter-organizational learning is proposed, which, according to [20] “(...) can then be seen as a collective acquisition of knowledge among a set of organizations”.

Reference [20] argues that inter-organizational learning occurs through the transfer of existing knowledge from one organization to another, as well as through the creation of new knowledge through interaction between organizations. However, for the process of inter-organizational learning to be effective and suffer no opportunistic interference from any of those involved, it must be founded on trust, transparency and cooperation. Following this logic, according to [20], the creation and transfer of knowledge require levels of transparency and openness between organizations that establish partnership relations.

In addition to the points raised by [20], some variables may also influence the shape and intensity of inter-organizational learning. Reference [21] asserts that cultural, structural, technological and absorptive structural factors should be considered. Culture influences the process of learning to relate to change because organizations with greater flexibility for change have greater success in the learning process. The technology, in turn, facilitates the learning process through knowledge transfer and more practical connection with other organizations.

Regarding the network structure, the focus of this study, [21] states that this variable can be evaluated by the following items: number of organizations in the network; the location of a participating organization in a network; the levels of connections among participating organizations; the embeddedness of the structure in other networks; and the presence or absence of boundary-spanning roles. These factors are important in the analysis of the learning process, as they can influence the process of
creation and knowledge transfer. In networks with fewer organizations, there is less ability to create and identify new ideas. Moreover, the proximity between the agents makes it easier to share information. In addition, actors with higher levels of centrality in a network can achieve higher levels of learning because of their broader access to information and the enjoyment of the highest levels of trust with other agents [21].

5. Methods

Aiming to analyze inter-organizational learning networks, we chose to analyze the network of fish-farmers in a cooperative named COOPISC, headquartered in the county of Mundo Novo in Mato Grosso do Sul state, the Midwest region of Brazil. After defining the case to be studied, we performed an analysis of the structure of COOPISC with the goal of identifying the fish-farmers to be addressed in the study. The fish-farmers’ cooperative has 21 members. Interviews were conducted, and a questionnaire was utilized for 13 fish-farmers (62% of total cooperative members) because of the unavailability of other fish-farmers to participate in the study. Data collection was performed in one day, and those who were not available could not be interviewed. The interview and the questionnaire aimed to identify individuals, their relationships and forms of learning in the network, and based on the collected data, to analyze the level of cooperation and cohesion in the group. Simultaneously, documentary research was conducted to identify the history and features of COOPISC.

Following completion of the data collection phase, the data were analyzed with the aid of software for social network analysis, ORA v.2.3.6, calculating measures of centrality and prestige and identifying the position of each fish-farmer in the network. Finally, we created the relations matrix and obtained the network design by using the resources of the ORA software. Thus, it was possible to visualize and measure several indexes, such as density, centrality and betweenness centrality, for each fish-farmer, a group or the network as a whole.

Reference [22] uses Equation (1) for calculating the density (D) of a network:

\[
D = \frac{2 \times L}{N \times (N-1)}
\]

in which \( N \) is the number of nodes in the network, where \( N > 1 \), and \( L \) is the total number of links between the nodes.

In addition to the density, we analyzed the centrality of agents and identified the degree of centrality of fish-farmers in the network. The main indexes of centrality are closeness centrality, betweenness centrality and degree centrality.

Reference [22] presents Equation (2) to calculate the closeness centrality (Cc):

\[
Cc(p_k) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} d(p_i, p_k)
\]

in which \( d(p_i, p_k) \) is the number of shorter rows linking the actors \( i \) and \( k \) and \( \sum_{j=1}^{n} \) is the sum of the total distance of \( i \) to all other actors.

The betweenness centrality (Cb) of a network as a whole may be obtained by Equation (3), according to [22]:

\[
Cb(V_k) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{n} b_{ij}(V_k)
\]

in which \( \sum_{i}^{n} \) is the sum of all different pairs of nodes \( v_i \) and \( v_j \) and \( b_{ij}(V_k) \) is the betweenness centrality value between actors \( i \) and \( j \).

For calculating the degree centrality (Ci) between two nodes, [22] utilizes Equation (4):

\[
Ci = \sum_{j=1}^{n} L_{ij} / (N-1)
\]

in which \( N \) is the number of nodes in the network. In this equation, \( L_{ij} = 1 \) if there is a link between the nodes \( i \) and \( j \) and \( L_{ij} = 0 \) if there is not a link between both nodes.

To guarantee and respect the individuality and anonymity of fish-farmers, their real names will not be mentioned in this paper. Thus, the personal names presented in this study are merely illustrative and therefore do not correspond to the individuals interviewed.

6. Results and Discussions

6.1. The History of COOPISC and Fish-Farmers’ Profile

The study was conducted in the municipality of Novo Mundo, which is located in the south region of Mato Grosso do Sul state, Brazil. Mundo Novo has approximately 17,000 inhabitants, according to [23], and is bordered by Guairá city, Paraná state, and the Paraguayan city of Salto Del Guayrá. Mundo Novo has as its main feature the clay soil and the richness of the waters irrigating the region that provides favorable conditions for the development of fish farming activities. Mundo Novo has an organized group of fish-farmers who occupy a prominent position in the Mato Grosso do Sul state. That group is organized in a cooperative organization named COOPISC.

COOPISC was established in December 1999 with the main objective of marketing the fish produced by its members and purchasing supplies for fish farming. At its
Twelve fish-farmers are male, and one is female; one was partly funded by the Brazilian federal government and Banco do Povo (People’s Bank) financing. However, with the commencement of warehouse operations, fish-farmers observed some deficiencies in the structure and equipment because the warehouse did not have enough capacity to process the entire supply of fish. The warehouse became operational in March 2008 and operated until April 2009, when it ended its activities to study restructuring.

As mentioned before, COOPISC currently has twenty-one members, but because of unavailability to participate in interviews, only thirteen fish-farmers were interviewed. Twelve fish-farmers are male, and one is female; one fish-farmer falls in the 21 - 30-year-old age group, four in the 31 - 40-year-old age group and five in the 41 - 50-year-old age group. Three fish-farmers are more than 50 years old. Therefore, there is a predominance of male farmers, and over the years, there were some additions and outgoing members, leading to its current holding of 21 members. In 2000, COOPISC received a donation of land from the municipality for the construction of a warehouse for processing fish. In 2002, the cooperative had the financial resources to build the warehouse, which was partly funded by the Brazilian federal government.

With the commencement of warehouse operations, fish-farmers observed some deficiencies in the structure and equipment because the warehouse did not have enough capacity to process the entire supply of fish. The warehouse became operational in March 2008 and operated until April 2009, when it ended its activities to study restructuring.

As mentioned before, COOPISC currently has twenty-one members, but because of unavailability to participate in interviews, only thirteen fish-farmers were interviewed. Twelve fish-farmers are male, and one is female; one fish-farmer falls in the 21 - 30-year-old age group, four in the 31 - 40-year-old age group and five in the 41 - 50-year-old age group. Three fish-farmers are more than 50 years old. Therefore, there is a predominance of male fish-farmers with an older age. Regarding education, the group is divided into three levels of schooling. The first group is formed by seven fish-farmers who have less than eight years of formal schooling; the second consists of three fish-farmers who have completed eleven years of formal schooling; and the group of producers with more than eleven years of schooling totals three fish-farmers.

Only three fish-farmers have been living in the Mundo Novo region for less than 20 years. Living together for a long time can be a factor generating trust among fish-farmers because trust is based on past experience, and over time, strong ties of trust can be established. According to [24], “trust evolves as mutual cooperation initiates and knowledge on partners will be obtained.”

Corroborating the idea proposed by [24], Child [25] states that a cooperative alliance develops over time in terms of a life cycle. According to the authors, as the participating actors interact and exchange experiences, they broaden the ability to work together and deepen cooperation. Another factor that is associated with the time of living is the time of belonging to COOPISC. For instance, COOPISC founders are the fish-farmers who have lived in the region for the longest time.

Asking fish-farmers about the advantages that COOPISC provided, the main advantages are as follows: increase in sales, more access to technical information, increase in the ties of friendship and exchange of experiences and participation in events and training. These advantages demonstrate that COOPISC influences factors that directly affect inter-organizational learning.

6.2. The Inter-Organizational Learning Network

The results of this study confirm the proposition that organizational networks are enabling environments for creating and sharing knowledge. As described earlier, the COOPISC provided to its members greater access to technical information, talks and events beyond the degree that the cooperative provides an increase in the bonds of friendship and the exchange of experiences. The increase in friendships positively influences trust for the transmission of information that may be useful for the entire group and creates space for the exchange of experiences that are extremely important for the generation of new knowledge.

The importance of exchanging experiences can be viewed from the perspective of fish-farmers as it relates to learning. When asked to identify the main sources of learning relating to fish farming and property management that could indicate more than one alternative, twelve (92.3%) fish-farmers stated that the main source of learning was to exchange experiences with other fish-farmers. This was the most frequently cited source of learning, followed by events participation, meetings attendance, and speech attendance with five citations and technical advice with four entries.

To identify the network of shared learning in COOPISC, respondents were questioned to indicate the name of members who exchange more information and generate higher learning among the group in order of importance. Respondents noted a minimum of four and a maximum of six indications.

Based on the responses, we created a squared matrix in which rows generate relationships of origin and columns generate destination relations. Reference [26] states that “the matrices represent the relationships between individuals through the valuation of each relationship (…), where individuals are arranged in rows and columns and the value of the social relationship between two individuals compose the matrix elements.” The social matrix was built directly into a spreadsheet and then imported into the software for network analysis.

After the social matrix preparation, the indexes for analyzing the structures of social networks were calculated and the network of learning relationships of COOPISC was designed. Figure 1 illustrates the network of learning relationships formed by COOPISC members.

Following the theoretical assumption proposed by [21] about network structure, the focus of this study, the network will be analyzed according to the following variables: number of organizations in the network; the position of each participating organization in the network structure; and the level of ties between organizations and embeddedness of the network structure. The analysis is
based on the effect of these variables on the generation and sharing of information and knowledge, that is, an analysis of how the network can provide transmission of knowledge through the individuals’ relationships.

The COOPISC social network is a shortly extended network with few individuals involved. Our study considered only the producers’ levels in supply chain producers. However, despite the limited number of actors, it is possible to analyze the network by metrics adopted by [21]. Table 1 presents the main metrics for COOPISC network.

According to [27], “The size of a network is the total effective ties (real relationships) in a particular group of individuals.” The network of learning relationships of COOPISC is composed of fourteen individuals. One of them was not interviewed, but being cited by others as a source of learning, he/she was included in the network. The size is the most important structural feature of a network, whereas all other metrics have their structural computation based on the network size. The number of ties also reflects the profile of the network because from the total number of possible ties, only 56 are being carried out, with an average of four ties by each individual.

Density is another important metric for the characterization of a network. The density of a network is obtained by dividing the number of ties by the total number of possible ties. According to the definition proposed by [28], the density represents the ratio between the number of existing ties on a given network and the number of possible or potential ties, including those that are not necessarily being carried out. Sharing the identical concept, the density “(...) represents the current number of ties in a social network in relation to the use of total number of nodes. A social network with maximum density takes the value 1.0, which means that all nodes are connected with each other” [26].

Reference [29] associates the concept of density with the capability to exchange information. Thus, when the network is deNest, the exchange of information is more interNest, and vice versa. Based on the findings, the COOPISC network has a low density, with 30.8% of possible ties being carried out, which indicates that each fish-farmer individually has ties with a minority of the members in the network. The density of a network can also be a factor to identify the potential communication within the network. “(...) The density is an index of potential communication between parts of a network and thus is an index of the quantity and types of information that can be exchanged” [27].

The low density of the COOPISC network may be related to the fact that some fish-farmers have a greater amount of ties than others, as indicated in Figure 1. These fish-farmers are extremely important for the transmission of knowledge in the network. Withdrawing them from the flow of information, the learning in the network can be reduced by breaking the ties, at least temporarily, until new communication channels can be built. This demonstrates that, on one hand, the low density relations overload some individuals in the network; on the other hand, they make the knowledge transmission throughout the network dependent on such individuals.

The reciprocity indicates the degree of cohesion in a network in which all pair-to-pair relations are mutual, that is, whether there is a reciprocal transfer of learning between two members. A relationship is reciprocal when it flows in both directions, i.e., actor A trusts actor B, and actor B also trusts actor A [29].

Reference [30], studying the role of social networks and reciprocity in local development, states that “(...) the reciprocity can consolidate social relations because it links the individuals through their behavior (i.e., moral obligations and reciprocal freedom to act) and the symbolism of giving and giving back.” Agreeing with this view, the inter-organizational networks seek common interests and goals. In the COOPISC network, the reciprocity index is 30.2%; that is, the relationships are not reciprocal and therefore tend to be less effective.

The metric most often used in social network analysis
The centrality identifies the most central actors in terms of overall network structure, in which the centrality of an actor is the sum of his/her ties with other actors. The centrality measures are divided into various approaches, and the most common are degree centrality, betweenness and closeness. In addition to these, the information centrality can still be considered, which can significantly influence knowledge transfer in the network [29-32].

The closeness centrality is defined by [33], stating that, “The closeness centrality can be calculated by raising the minimum number of connections that an actor must go through to get in touch with any other member of the network.” According to the closeness centrality, an individual with the largest index is the person who requires the lowest number of nodes to reach all other individuals in the network [31]. This index demonstrates the independence of an actor in relation to the control of others. In a closeness centrality sense, the individual is considered central, as he/she can avoid the potential control of others by focusing on the distance of an individual to all others in the network [34]. Thus, the independence of an individual is greater with a closer relationship with other individuals. When considering the network formed by all fish-farmers, it was observed that the closeness centrality index is 0.027, indicating that most of the relationship has a significant distance, which may be a cause of delay in information transfer and hence a barrier to learning.

The betweenness centrality measures the degree to which an individual is positioned as a link between other individuals who are not directly connected [34]. According to [29], the betweenness centrality calculates the potential of links that serve as intermediaries or as a network bridge. These intermediate individuals are considered enablers in the flow of information between the network links.

The betweenness centrality of COOPISC’s overall network is 0.138. This value was boosted by the high degree of betweenness of six fish-farmers, as shown in the individualized analysis of network members in Table 2. The betweenness centrality of a node is calculated by the percentage of ties that go through a node (i.e., fish-farmer). Individuals or organizations that are potentially influential are positioned in intermediate ties and can use the influence of a subgroup on the other.

According to the betweenness value presented in Table 2, Pedro is the fish-farmer who has the greatest power brokering. He has major ties that bind two or more individuals. In his absence, the relationships would be broken. Pedro’s degree of betweenness centrality is 17.308, followed by João and Vagner with 14.850 and 12.500, respectively. According to [5], an individual may have weak relationships but a high power in the network because of his/her high power brokering information over the network.

The information centrality is another variable that can significantly influence the learning in the network. The information centrality is the measure that indicates which individuals have greater centrality in exchanging information, i.e., one that because of his/her central positioning receives information from most members of the network, therefore making it a strategic source. According to [29], this index assesses whether an actor is central to the access and exchange of information. Information centrality considers the strategic positioning of the individual even if he/she is not in a central position in the network in which his/her position provides connections with individuals widely distributed throughout the network. Information centrality is based on the concept of information using a combination that analyzes all ties between actors. For each analyzed tie, it considers the information contained in the corresponding tie [35].

This measure was created by [32] as an additional resource because other measures of centrality uses the shortest paths in their calculation. According to the authors, the flow of information can use any available channel in a network, and this is not always the shortest. Thus, they created the concept of information centrality. In this analysis, what is important is not who conveys information to whom, but whether there is a way in which information can flow. Table 3 shows the fish-farmers with the highest scores of information centrality.

In popular or cooperative organizations similar to COOPISC, it is important to identify individuals who possess information centrality because they may become important leaders and transmitters of knowledge in the network. Analyzing the index of information centrality, it

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COOPISC member</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Pedro</td>
<td>17.308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 João</td>
<td>14.850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Vagner</td>
<td>12.500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Lucas</td>
<td>5.128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Benjamin</td>
<td>4.915</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: research data.

Table 2. Highest betweenness centrality index among COOPISC members.
Table 3. Highest information centrality index among COOPISC members.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COOPISC member</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Lucas</td>
<td>8.304</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 João</td>
<td>7.949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Joaquim</td>
<td>7.913</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Davi</td>
<td>7.913</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Manoel</td>
<td>7.896</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: research data.

It appears that the fish-farmers have similar values; that is, all respondents have access to the information of the entire network.

After the analysis of the betweenness centrality by fish-farmers and the structure of the network represented by Figure 1, we will present and discuss the results on overall network centrality. The degree centrality is measured by the number of ties that an actor has with other actors in a network [22]. According to [36], when many ties are directed to an actor, we can say that he/she has prestige in the network; once many other actors seek to share information with him/her, this may indicate their importance. Such individuals are identified by relevant degree centrality in the social network once they have more ties with others in the identical network.

Reference [29] divides the degree centrality into input centrality and output centrality. The input centrality measures the number of ties that an actor receives from other actors, denoting openness and popularity. The output centrality measures the number of ties that an actor establishes with other actors in the network, which demonstrates expansiveness.

Table 4 shows the highest degree centrality values of fish-farmers, considering the relationships they have with other members in the network.

The results in Table 4 show that COOPISC has a group of fish-farmers who have more homogeneous relations than the other members. These members make up the core group in the generation and transmission of knowledge. The core group is represented by fish-farmers Vagner, Pedro, Marcos, Benjamin, João, Lucas and Bernardo. This group has a high concentration of power that may have been caused by the intense involvement of these members in decision-making and COOPISC activities as perceived during interviews.

When considering that a network may contain subgroups with a high level of trust between its members, we decided to analyze this subgroup of six fish-farmers and their relations by using the metrics for social network analysis. The subgroups consist of subsets formed by actors and their relationships. The subgroups analysis using specific criteria has been considered an important issue in social network analysis [22]. Reference [37] defines a subgroup as a subset of all the actors and relational ties between them. Figure 2 shows the selected subgroup of fish-farmers in the COOPISC learning network.

The results presented in Figure 2 suggest that subgroup members have closer and cohesive ties with almost every other member, as shown in Table 5.

The selected subgroup consists of six fish-farmers who generate 23 relations of learning exchange, generating an average of 3.8 ties per member, which is a high average compared to the COOPISC network as a whole. The high average of ties between members is reflected in the subgroup network density with an index of 0.767. This indicates that the total number of possible ties between members, i.e., 76.7%, is effective. By comparing the density of the COOPISC learning network in its totality...
with the subgroup density, it can be identified that the entire network ties are more scattered and less intense. We find that the subgroup, because of the high intensity of their internal relations, is more likely to generate learning, given that each subgroup member indicated other members as a source of learning through information and experience exchanges.

The reciprocity index is present in approximately 77% of relations, which indicates that mutual relations prevail in the subgroup. There are knowledge and learning exchanges by all members, thus ensuring the collective acquisition of knowledge from a range of individuals, as proposed by [20]. Thus, we can infer that inter-organizational learning exchanges will succeed in the subgroup rather than in the COOPISC network as a whole, which has a reciprocity index that is just only 0.302. The high reciprocity in the subgroup demonstrates the ability of its pairs of members to maintain a relationship of mutual, not just individual, learning, which demonstrates the importance of reciprocity in combating opportunistic behavior.

The density and reciprocity indexes reflect the high value of the clustering coefficient. The percentage of 80.3% consists of the average probability that two nodes that have a common "friend" are directly connected. The high clustering coefficient is caused by the intensity and number of ties and also by the reduced number of members in the subgroup. Smaller groups tend to have a high clustering coefficient and are therefore more prone to becoming a source of inter-organizational learning. The proximity of members facilitates the experiences exchange and monitors the behavior of individuals, thereby increasing the confidence level.

The subgroup centrality indexes were a little higher compared to the entire network. The closeness centrality index is 0.284, indicating that most relationships have a significant distance; however, it remains lower than the entire network (0.027). The implication of this higher index is that information can be more quickly transferred in the subgroup. The subgroup betweenness centrality index is 0.165, whereas the entire network is 0.138. This finding has no major implications because the fish-farmers with the highest degrees of betweenness in the COOPISC network as a whole are identical to the subgroup selected.

The subgroup composition and the level of cohesion between its members can be explained by the fact that all six fish-farmers are founders of COOPISC. All of them also have been living in the Mundo Novo municipality for over 20 years. Thus, the conditions for reputation, attitudes and past experiences of each fish-farmer with other members were generated over the years. Furthermore, primarily because they are part of the COOPISC foundation, these fish-farmers claimed that before the COOPISC establishment, they met frequently to discuss matters related to fish farming activities and strategic actions, as well as to exchange experiences. Perhaps this group of fish-farmers created strong ties based on trust over time, which can explain the high involvement in their inter-personal learning.

7. Concluding Remarks

The purpose of this paper was to identify the features of the social network formed by COOPISC fish-farmers through the structural analysis of networks and identification of critical actors. The analysis aims to provide data to encourage organizational knowledge sharing in the network and to identify the importance of the social network in obtaining inter-organizational learning. The results demonstrate that in the COOPISC knowledge sharing network, there are low levels of cohesion among members, which can hinder the efficiency of the inter-organizational learning process.

The metrics of social network analysis revealed that within the COOPISC learning network stands a group of fish-farmers that constitute the core of knowledge transfer, whereas other members only establish peripheral relations with the core group. An analysis of the network formed by this subgroup of six fish-farmers was completed. The subgroup has relations with high degrees of cohesion and density, which demonstrates that their relationships are strong, closer and in greater number. The knowledge sharing in the COOPISC network occurs mainly by social contacts that extend beyond professional relationships to friendships, family relationships and common goals. The knowledge sharing began with the search for competitive advantage and the foundation of COOPISC based on joint work. The process was consolidated over time with informal cooperation relationships and trust.

The high degree of cohesion and intensity of learning relationships in the subgroup confirm the proposition of the NES that transactions are based on reliable social relations. The subgroup learning relationships network is grounded on trust acquired over time and through the sharing of information, experiences and activities in which the reputations of the members involved are apparent.

In agribusiness, sources of learning are often used to exchange experiences between producers, neighbors and partners. In this atmosphere, the social network can be a breeding ground for obtaining competitive advantages and for the creating and sharing of knowledge. However, for inter-organizational learning to occur, that is, to obtain collective learning not only at the individual level, it is essential that the transmission of knowledge occurs without risks and uncertainties. Therefore, relationships based on trust and cooperation are the basis for learning in social networks.
Finally, we highlight some limiting factors of the study; for instance, the study only considered a specific group of actors in the supply chain, and it did not measure the influence of the technical advisory bodies or suppliers in the generation of learning. Another limitation is the number of fish-farmers interviewed, as it was not possible to access all COOPISC members. An analysis with all members could generate other results, such as identifying more than one subgroup of learning within the network.

We suggest that future studies be performed with other themes that characterize the subset of learning and attempt to identify other forms of learning in the agribusiness supply chains, thereby comparing different chains to verify their similarity to the forms of learning.
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